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In a heart of spa resort near Warsaw one house started to overgrow the tree. Marek Rajca, 
Polish director of photography chose this place for his family house.

Ten years ago Marek decided to move from Cracow to Warsaw but he knew that it won’t 
be his place to live for a long time. He and his family of six were looking for a house with a 
soul, a story behind, which could also be rebuilt and easy to renovate. Marek’s friend from 
a film crew told him that there is a house in Konstancin worth seeing. Situated on a quiet 
street, seemingly small, wooden building was hiding a tree on a patio. His previous owner 
was constantly adding new wings, floors and mezzanines to the solid of the building.

Marek decorated interiors by himself treating house like a sculpture. He decided to remove 
all the decorations from the walls, scraped plaster, some parts of the flooring covered with 
an epoxy resin. Many renovations was made by himself. He was inspired by raw and 
siplicity of wood, metal, concrete and resin.

Interiors that he created have an industrial character but the house is far from cold 
minimalism. This place is filled with an artistic jumble of furnitures, accessories and 
decorations from the different parts of life of the family. Few furnitures are from previous 
Marek’s house in Cracow, other were found on the internet auctions and in showrooms 
with scandinavian design, some are props from the movie sets.

Family life is concentrated in a kitchen. On mezzanine and first floor are bedrooms, upon 
the part of the living room is a wooden footbridge with a small Marek’s workplace. From 
the livingroom is the entrance to wooden terrace which was built around the tree. 
Branches and ivy overgrew new pergola. In one wing of the house the owner decided to 
make a livingroom for twins. He enlarged windows and made new passages.

House, trees, family and artist are writing a story which constantly makes new, 
extraoridinary spaces.

Perfect imperfection
Wooden IKEA table was repainted many times. After every winter layers of paint husked. 
Marek was delighted with a structures and colors. He fixed the natural beauty of the 
furniture with an epoxy resin. Effects are spectacular and table looks like an old furniture.

Fabrics and decorations is raw linen.

Stylish table tennis
Another extraordinary furniture in this house is a table tennis now used for board games 
and art works of the younger members of the household. On the painted chest of drawers 
Murano glass collection and color drawings of Marek’s son Franek.



Upon the wooden footbridge - Marek Rajca’s workplace with a hanged on the ceiling 
typewriter.

What a suprise!
Original Diamond White Chairs by Harry Bertoi at table tennis.

Old red chinese chest of drawers.

Kitchen
Most of the lamps in a house are inspired by BEL-Lighting. Marek loves to cook for his 
family and friends. His signature dish is grilled lamb meat. Kitchen is fiendly opened. 
Cabinet fronts are covered by painted metal.

Fur on a concrete
Bedroom is raw with a concrete finishing space. Floor is covered with a white resin. 
Fabrics on bed, mostly linen and woolen are from the favourite Marek’s showroom.

Loft in bath
Simple washbasin in the concrete console, upon mirror in a steel frame.
Old, antique cristal lamp with simple lampshade.
Fur rug from HK Living, basket from House Doctor


